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By propeller plane, it’s barely an hour from Barbados. But beachy, 
peachy Bequia feels uncommonly remote from its famous 

neighbour. Nick Redman resets his watch to ‘classic Caribbean’
 

Photography: Jon attenborough

Beq in time

Remains of the day: 
Port Elizabeth at 
sunset. Opposite: 
Bequians make you 
feel like a special 
guest, not just 
another package-
holidaymaker

Caribbean
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                                 ollowing a mauve Caribbean dusk over 
the boats of Port Elizabeth, I sipped a Coke and thought, 
is that a joke? The name of this bar: Whaleboner. The 
mood was clearly one of fun, with a performer chugging 
through reggae tunes for a circle of yachties. Not until  
the beat sped up, and a woman full of rum pulled me  
onto the floor to party, did I actually get it: obscured by a 
cushion, each stool-top was a hunk of cetacean vertebra. 

Tuna may be the big catch elsewhere in the Windies, 
but on Bequia, I was to discover, whales mean business. 
In the waters around this 18sq km speck of talc-sand and 
palms, tucked among the southern islands of St Vincent 
and the Grenadines, they still harpoon humpbacks. It’s 
the historic way — maximum four a year (an obeisance to 
international whaling rules). One — 40 tonnes — had been 
caught weeks before, the first in two years, and towed  
to shore, mouth sewn shut as per custom to keep it afloat. 
All this I learnt from a talkative guy named Gideon. ‘It 
was like Christmas! Everyone gorged, barbecuing it.  
I had a carpaccio sliver,’ he recalled with a glint.

Oil for cooking, spines for stools, bones for jewels. If  
I’d been hoping for a whale of a time on Bequia, I hadn’t 
envisioned a crash course in a controversial industry. ‘It’s 
what our ancestors did 300 years ago,’ explained Bruce, a 
stylish young fisherman in a baseball cap and gold chain. 
Whale meat? I was a long way from the resort buffets  
of Barbados. Actually, I was barely 60 minutes away, as 

the turbo-prop flies. But here, among the sociable 
islanders of Bequia, it felt like light years, in a good way. 

While the others on my Boeing 777 from Gatwick  
were doubtless stuck in Barbados traffic en route to their 
hotels, I found myself on a 22-seater inter-isle mosquito of 
a plane, feeling excited to be flying — unconventionally —
onwards (the big-name Caribbean destinations are 
persuasively stop-and-flop). Peeling away from the 
package crowd, I found remoteness to rival the Indian 
Ocean — only nicely priced, friendly and bling-free. In we 
rumbled on a Twin Otter, silver blades whirring 
hummingbird-fast through the picture windows, the two 
pilots under their teddy-bear-ear headsets badgering the 
dials, throttling back on the descent to Bequia, scooped 
with perfectly white bays. No resort complexes here, only 
red and green corrugated homes peppering the hills of 
this silhouetted coal lump. 

First morning, from the hotel breakfast terrace, the 
outcrops of the Grenadines were atmospherically peaky; 
scissor cut-outs of smoky crepe paper on the horizon. 
Over there, somewhere, was celebrity Mustique, idyll of 
the late Princess Margaret, keeping it royal. Over here: 
Bequia with its banana pancakes, keeping it real. Bequia 
Beach Hotel was made for morning people. By night, 
Brenton, the bartender, might do a devilish Ocean Blue: 
vodka, Curaçao, triple sec, coconut rum and pineapple, so 
cartoonish it only lacks Nemo circling the glass. But if >

Top gear: above, Port 
Elizabeth has 
shack-boutiques 
aplenty. Opposite, 
clockwise from top 
left, the lobby at 
Bequia Beach Hotel; 
model exhibits at 
Bequia Maritime 
Museum; Fernando’s 
Hideaway; lobster 
dinner at Papa’s; 
lounging at 
Whaleboner bar

The terrace at Bequia 
Beach Hotel is 
officially Bagatelle, 
and it’s one of the 
most atmospheric 
restaurants on the 
island, especially at 
dinner, when you’ll 
be served fresh fish 
and lobster brought 
in by chatty Bruce

a date for 
dinner

f
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you’re not in bed by elevenish you’re basically a dirty 
stop-out. Of nightlife I never found much on the island, 
beyond the ’boner, plus a cute little joint, Fernando’s 
Hideaway, with candles flickering in paper flour bags, 
and Papa’s above the capital (good for lionfish goujons,  
if overly fond of a big-lung Whitney ballad). Yet never did  
I sense a perimeter fence between visitors and Bequians. 

Nor did I ever feel ‘processed’ by a holiday resort brand. 
At Bequia Beach Hotel, early risers breakfast in peace, 
woken by dawns of the Caribbean kind: a hiss of furious 
downpour turned off like a power shower; ashen clouds 
smeared as if with a putty knife, letting routine blasts of 
sun turn the sea neon-turquoise then back to warship 
grey. Waitress Janell chatted charmingly, pouring coffee, 
as did Shane, the gardener, raking seagrape leaves from 
the sands of Friendship Bay, in anticipation of another 
lounger-horizontal day. Things settled into full colour 
after a while. So what to do with this beautiful morning? 

I could lie by the pool, an amoeboid squiggle of blue out 
of a ’70s drinks advert — less Instagram, more Instamatic. 
I’m too late for exercise, I realise, listening to a lady 
toasting bread: ‘I’ve already done the yoga class,’ she tells 
another guest. ‘It’s a new thing — they certainly didn’t 
have that the last time we came.’ The hotel isn’t in a rush 
for fashionable modernity. It isn’t in a rush for anything. 

Even the fans under its pitch-pine rafters are lazy,  
set to ‘don’t trouble the hairdos’ in the lovely lobby. 

But it’s a classy place, like one in a sepia-tint print. 
Pineapple- and palm-motif cushions are strewn on sofas 
and the colour scheme never goes above olive, preferring 
to blip between mahogany and bamboo in garden 
cottages with their Adirondack chairs and balcony suites 
overlooking the beach — accessed with things called keys, 
nothing as corporate as a swipe card.  

Perhaps I could take an island tour — only Bequia 
doesn’t do tour buses. It does do tours (request a taxi 
driven by a nice and chatty islander, which they all are). 
And boy, does it do buses: community mini-mobiles, 
windows bulging outwards from the sheer bass boom  
of the reggae. They go beetling among villages of almond 
trees hanging low over the surf; through hamlets of 
pink-icing bungalows, others custard-yellow, mauve and 
baby-blue, jarring beautifully with the branches of busty 
mangoes and breadfruit like lime-green tennis balls. 

‘Come on in. Welcome to the big bus. Enjoy the ride!’ 
I’m told, paying 60p to squeeze in for a wonderfully 
aimless half-hour drive from Port Elizabeth to Paget 
Farm — Bequia’s Deep South — under the bluest of skies. 
It’s rattly enough to make you hold on tight, but not fast 
enough to be frightening. All the same, things suddenly 

Cloud scene: sunset 
over Princess 
Margaret Beach, 
home to Jack’s bar

After a swim, and 
before lunch, order  
a beer sharpener  
at Fay’s Beach Bar 
further along the 
sands — it’s the shack 
with the ‘Free Beer 
Tomorrow’ sign!

while you’re  
on the beach…
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felt hairy when we slowed and someone boarded with 
two canisters of gasoline. I don’t think they’d allow that 
on the ‘platinum’ coast of Barbados. Just then the road 
delivered distraction, unravelling to commence its 
descent from Friendship hamlet to La Pompe, revealing  
a view across to Isle à Quatre, its contours steamy-misty 
in the mid-afternoon light, like they’d just been pushed 
out of the sea, and it was a billion years BC. 

At Toko’s bar, Paget Farm, the regulars were tipping 
rum into plastic cups and swirling in the Coke at A-frame 
tables in the back garden, the view quite mystical, facing 
north up the shadowy, loping coast. How happy was  
I that I’d made the trip? For the sun soft on boats; for 
Toko’s capricious sound system, playing And the Beat 
Goes On by the Whispers among ’70s oldies; and for his 
little ‘museum’, a raggedy muddle of conch shells, coral 
and rusty storm lanterns, clearly curated with love. 

Another day, another detour, this time for hours  
amid the bars and provisions stores of Port Elizabeth,  
a grid of clapboard facades in all the tones of a nail 
parlour, with a gorgeous Anglican church in Cycladic 
white and blue. Such a friendly fruit market, too. I’d 
return again and again for the soursops — pippy and 
sloppy and so utterly irresistible; not to mention the 
sweetest mangoes, from big-hatted Jimi. (‘Like Hendrix.’) 

With a taxi-guide, Gavin, rolling the wheel, we curled 
up and west to Hamilton Fort, a casual sight of the kind 
Bequia does so beautifully: russet cannons, a strip of 
stone wall and a backstory as impressive as the view  
of Admiralty Bay in a blast of midday azure, spiked  
with yacht masts. The stronghold was christened after 
American founding father-turned-major-21st-century 
rapper Alexander Hamilton, he of the $10 bill. 

His father, James, inhabited Bequia in the late 18th 
century, on land gifted from the British, so omnipotent 
in the Windies. Independence wouldn’t come until 1979, 
leaving Princess Margaret plenty of time to swan over 
from Mustique in 1960 and have the island’s finest beach 
named after her. A perfect scimitar of sand, it is best 
viewed over the rim of a large rosé at Jack’s, Bequia’s 
slinkiest lunch spot, with sail-like awnings letting in 
muted sunlight, and lobster mac’n’cheese to spend hours 
over, should tropical quinoa salad feel too virtuous. 

Bequia is a slow reveal: moments stumbled upon, not 
dutifully done. The dying art of boat-building, a tradition 
introduced by Scottish ancestors, has a lifeline in the 
Bequia Maritime Museum, which richly repaid the hour 
I spent with gentle boss Lawson Sargeant, who recalled 
making coconut vessels with his brother as teenagers. 
By 1985, he was presenting a model of the Royal Yacht >
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Go independent
The most convenient transit point is 
Barbados. From Gatwick, BA has 
returns from £549, Virgin Atlantic 
from £478 (it has a Manchester route, 
too). Fly on to St Vincent on LIAT  
(from about £177 return) and take  
a one-hour ferry to Bequia (about  
£7 each way); or (faster) fly to  
Bequia (55min) with SVG Air  
(about £299 return).  

Go packaged
Elegant Resorts (elegantresorts.co.
uk) sells a seven-night stay at Bequia 
Beach Hotel from £1,780pp, B&B, 
with all flights; for direct sea views, 
you’ll need a beachfront suite, from 
£2,145pp. Or try Hayes & Jarvis 
(hayesandjarvis.co.uk).

Where to stay
Bequia Beach Hotel (bequiabeach 
hotel.com) has doubles from £370, 
B&B (Jan-April); from £245 after April 
23. Low-key Sugar Reef Bequia 
(sugarreefbequia.com), on the quiet 
northeast shore, has simple four- 

Get Me There map: Scott Jessop

posters and an airy raftered lobby; 
doubles from £139, B&B. Firefly Bequia 
Plantation (fireflybequia.com) is 
atmospherically remote; doubles  
from £230, room-only. 

Restaurants & bars
Fernando’s Hideaway (Lower Beach)  
is homely, with fishy treats by chef/
owner Nando. Papa’s (Port Elizabeth) 
has sparkly after-dark views. Bagatelle 
(Bequia Beach Hotel) is most romantic 
by night. Jack’s (Princess Margaret 
Beach; jacksbeachbar.com) is relaxed 
and day-clubby. Whaleboner (Belmont 
Walkway) is rummy and dancey.  
Toko’s (Paget Farm) is off the beaten 
track and local.

Further information
Bequia Maritime Museum (between 
Port Elizabeth and Hamilton). Old Hegg 
Turtle Sanctuary (Park Beach; turtles.
bequia.net). See Action Bequia 
(actionbequia.org) for island news; also 
onecaribbean.org — the Caribbean 
Tourism Organization website. Click  
on St Vincent and the Grenadines. 

Britannia, in island white pine, to HM The Queen. There 
it was, in a photo, with a letter of royal thanks.

Late one day, way north, up where the east coast road 
grinds to a halt and seagrape trees grow bent into 
wriggles by the wind, I found Orton King and his life’s 
work, the Old Hegg Turtle Sanctuary. Vats rippled with 
the slow oscillations of his sea-rescued reptiles, breaking 
the surface with centenarian gazes. He was talking his 
heart out to a single family of visitors, as passionately as if 
a whole tour group had descended, keeping community 
and traditions alive with almost pastoral care. 

Bequia is the island of last-chance saloons: clapped-out 
cars in spray-can shades of lime and pink, numberplates 
optional, often positioned artfully on bricks to catch the 
eye at junctions. ‘Dekoraaaayshun,’ explained my 
taxi-tour-guide for that afternoon, Jenson, of their lurid 
ubiquity, displaying indisputably the coolest drawl in the 
southern Caribbean. With Jenson I saw Bequia-and-
beyond bloom fully into a sensory 3D map, the ultimate 
pan-back. A super-steep ascent to Mount Pleasant 
revealed this nation of outcrops in glorious heat-hazed 
miniature, scattered upon spacy Caribbean blue: I 
stepped out and scrolled around. I could see St Vincent, 
east to Baliceaux and south past Mustique to Canouan, 
Palm and Union. I got a pang of wanderlust… 

Handily, Bequia Beach Hotel had a motor yacht, Star of 
the Sea, for guest luxpeditions to Mustique. One cloudless 
day we sailed, mooring by noon. Princess Margaret was 
just a memory, but other residents – Mick Jagger, Shania 
Twain, Tommy Hilfiger – were very possibly here. Not 
that any of us would ever know, since hiding beyond  
tall gates, long lawns and big-columned porches is the 
raison d’etre of the Grenadines’ starry island. 

Sailing on, we ended up lost in a liquid Eden, with the 
sea gunmetal in the fading day, but so deliciously warm; 
the only souls for miles, dusk-swimming off the Tobago 
Cays, picking tiny conch shells from the seabed, as pink 
and shiny as grandmotherly porcelain when we turned 
them over. There was magic to the night. Next day a crew 
member told us he’d seen yellow-fin tuna whizzing by, 
feeding on smaller fish in the ship’s subaquatic lights.

We stopped at Mayreau, catamarans sliding alongside, 
with a rich purr of understatement. A fisherman brought 
his boat up close to us, gesturing to two huge and shiny 
dorado he obviously hoped we’d buy for lunch, but we 
didn’t, tempted ashore by the cinnamon-soft sands of Salt 
Whistle Bay, strung along an isthmus with wild surf the 
other side. It was beautiful, but somehow unreal — un-
local — its commerce seemingly based on garish tourist 
towels for sale, billowing on lines into the distance. 

Much later we set sail on the return voyage, gazing up 
at a firmament of space dust far above, and looking upon 
giant rays hovering, sci-fi style, in the down-lit depths off 
the stern: otherworldly alchemy. But already I was happy 
to come back to Earth: back to life; back to Bequia. 

Great service: the 
Anglican church, 
Port Elizabeth; Fay’s 
Beach Bar; Bequia is 
a yachtie’s top stop; 
sun through palm 
fronds, Princess 
Margaret Beach

Bequia is a slow 
reveal: moments 
stumbled upon, not  
dutifully done…  
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